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Where	am	I	on	the	”dust	evoluEon”	
scale?	

•  A	mix	of	stage	2,	3,	4	and	5	
– Extremely	annoyed	(it	is	geLng	in	the	way	even	at	
λ=1mm…)	

– AccepEng	(its	there…)	
– Stage	4	and	5:	We	need	to	probe	dust	to	
understand	rapidly	growing	galaxies	near	and	far	

From	CalzeL	2013	

Starbursts	and		growing	supermassive	black	holes	
are	enshrouded	in	dust	



Outline	

•  Dusty	luminous	galaxies	– what	are	they	and	
why	do	we	care?	

•  How	can	we	study	them?	
•  Extremely	opaque	dust	nuclei	–the	CONs!	
•  Dusty	ouYlows	
•  Conclusions	



LIRGs	and	ULIRGs	– dusty	luminous	
galaxies	

•  Luminous	and	Ultraluminous	Infrared	
Galaxies,	(U)LIRGs,	are	dusty	galaxies	with	
IR	luminosiEes	LIR>1010-11	and	>1012	Lsun	

•  (U)LIRGs	are	o^en	interacDng	and	are		
fundamental	to	galaxy	mass	assembly	
over	cosmic	Eme		(e.g.	Elbaz	&	Cesarsky	
2003;	Sanders	&	Mirabel	1996).	
–  U/LIRGs	start	dominaEng	the	SF	density	with	

increasing	z	
•  Some	(U)LIRGS	have	even	more	

embedded		nuclei	that	harbour	a	very	
acEve	evoluEonary	stage	of	AGNs	and/or	
starbursts.		
–  The	nuclear	acEvity	will	o^en	drive	

mechanical	feedback	in	the	form	of	
molecular	winds,	jets	and	ouYlows		
(e.g.	Banerji	et	al.	2012;	Fabian	1999;	
González-Alfonso	et	al.	2012).	
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Fig. 1. PACS maps of the Antennae galaxies at 70, 100 and 160 µm. The look-up tables indicate the flux level in Jy/!”.

phase (SDP) using the three photometric bands centred on nom-
inal wavelengths of 70, 100, and 160 µm. Four scan maps, 2
each in two orthogonal directions (45 and 135 deg), have been
obtained with the medium scan speed of 20′′ s−1. The design of
the scans and cross-scans resulted in 8 scan legs of 6′ length and
10 scan legs of 4.′5 length, respectively. The leg separation was
39′′.

The raw data were reduced with the Herschel interactive pro-
cessing environment (HIPE)2 version 3.0, build 1134, running
the standard steps of the PACS photometer pipeline (Poglitsch
et al. 2010) and leading to level 1 calibrated data. Deglitching of
the data was done via a moderate setting of the MMT deglitching
task and a second-level deglitching on the intermediate level 2
products. A source mask was designed covering the emission
area in the map that allowed the emission features to be excluded
from the deglitching and the subsequent high-pass filtering of the
data. It was applied with a median window of 41 data samples
to remove the effect of bolometer signal drifts and the 1/ f noise.
The flux correction factors provided by the PACS Instrument
Control Centre (ICC) team have been applied. The FWHM of the
PSF is 5.′′5, 6.′′8, and 11.′′3 in the 70, 100, and 160 µm band, re-
spectively. Astrometry of the PACS maps was corrected on three
compact field sources.

For 15 µm photometry, the ISOCAM map (Mirabel et al.
1998), provided to us by O. Laurent for our earlier publication
(Haas et al. 2000), was used. For 24 µm photometry, the Spitzer-
MIPS scan-map from programme 32 (P.I. G. Fazio) was reduced
using the Data Analysis Tool (DAT; Gordon et al. 2005).

The photometry of the partially crowded emission knots of
the 15 µm ISOCAM, 24 µm Spitzer-MIPS and 70, 100, and
160 µm Herschel-PACS maps used the HIIphot package devel-
oped by Thilker (Thilker et al. 2000). The standard parameter
settings were applied, except a maximum source size of 2000 pc
and a background annulus of 1500 pc were used in order to have
similar source borders, taking the variation in spatial resolution
into account over the considered wavelength range. PSF FWHM
and the termgrad array were adjusted according to the instru-
ment/wavelength and the flux level of the individual maps.

2 HIPE, as part of the Herschel common science system (HCSS),
is a joint development by the Herschel Science Ground Segment
Consortium, consisting of ESA, the NASA Herschel Science Center,
and the HIFI, PACS, and SPIRE consortia. (See http://herschel.
esac.esa.int/DpHipeContributors.shtml)

Fig. 2. PACS 100 µm contours superimposed on a composite of HST-
images in the F435W (blue), F550M (green), and F658N (Hα) filters.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the Herschel-PACS maps at 70, 100, and 160 µm.
The 160 µm map reaches farthest out, since it has twice the ex-
posure time of the blue (70 + 100) bands. Its faintest contours
cover the optical disks (cf. Fig. 2). There is some dust emission
excess, where the optical image shows the deep cleft between
the two disks. The 160 µm image also indicates the base of the
southern tidal arm where it shows a bulge in the optical, but there
is no emission detected from the long thin tidal arms. The 70
and 100 µm maps show a cut-off southwest of the NGC 4039
nucleus, and this very low flux level indicates a lack of heating
sources and possibly also a depletion of dust in this area (Fig. 2).

The two nuclei and the chain of HII region complexes along
the northwestern wound-up spiral arm of NGC 4038 are clearly
resolved, as are several emission knots along an arc in the over-
lap region connecting the two nuclei (see Fig. 3 for the knot
identification). Both nuclei are brighter than the HII regions
in the spiral arm, but the brightest emission in all three bands
comes from the overlap region. At 100 µm the brightest emis-
sion (K1 east) lies at the southern edge of the overlap region.
It coincides with the prominent 15 and 24 µm emission peaks
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The	Antennae:	
100	µm	PACS	
on	HST	(Klaas	+10)	

Arp220	

NASA,	ESA,	and	C.	Wilson	

Gallery	of	interacEng	ULIRGS	(HST)	Dynamical	simulaEon	

Winds	and	jets	



HOW	STUDY	U/LIRGS?	



Mid-IR	properEes	of	LIRGs	
•  Large	range	in	PAH	EQW,	

silicate	absorpEon,	mid-
IR	slope	
–  ObscuraEon		
–  EvoluEon	with	merger	

stage	
–  PDRs,	ionizaEon	rates,	

grain	sizes	
–  Compactness	and	

temperature	
–  PAHs:	gas	tracer	on	global	

scales	(Poster	175)	
•  Mid-IR	imaging	to	reveal	

buried	AGN	(e.g.	
MarEnez-Paredes+17)	

	
Comparison	of	average	LIRG	and	ULIRG	spectra	to	average	
submillimeter	galaxy	spectra	from	Menéndez-Delmestre	et	
al.	(SEerwalt+13)	



•  9.7	µm	silicate	absorpDon		
•  Obscured	galaxy	nuclei	–	and/or	cold	

diffuse	foreground	dust?	
•  Amorphous	or	crystalline	silicates,	

SiC	(see	e.g.	Kemper+04,	Spoon+06,	
Roche+15)	poster	109	(Kemper)	– 
link	to	massive	stars/cosmic	ray	
processing	

•  Mid-IR	water	ice	features	In	most	
obscured	U/LIRGs	(Spoon+01)	
•  EvoluEonary	sequence	from	

obscured	systems	showing	ice	
features	– to	evolved	PAH	in		
luminous	LIRGs	with	PDRs?		

•  Steeper	mid-IR	slopes	in	more	compact	
distribuEons	with	warmer	dust	

•  Molecular	lines	– e.g.	14	µm	absorpEon	
line	of	HCN	(Lahuis+07)	

Silicate	profile	
of	LIRG	
NGC4418	
(Roche+15)	

Mid-IR	properEes	of	LIRGs	

Spoon+07	



FIR	emission	and	absorpEon	
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Fig. 1. PACS maps of the Antennae galaxies at 70, 100 and 160 µm. The look-up tables indicate the flux level in Jy/!”.

phase (SDP) using the three photometric bands centred on nom-
inal wavelengths of 70, 100, and 160 µm. Four scan maps, 2
each in two orthogonal directions (45 and 135 deg), have been
obtained with the medium scan speed of 20′′ s−1. The design of
the scans and cross-scans resulted in 8 scan legs of 6′ length and
10 scan legs of 4.′5 length, respectively. The leg separation was
39′′.

The raw data were reduced with the Herschel interactive pro-
cessing environment (HIPE)2 version 3.0, build 1134, running
the standard steps of the PACS photometer pipeline (Poglitsch
et al. 2010) and leading to level 1 calibrated data. Deglitching of
the data was done via a moderate setting of the MMT deglitching
task and a second-level deglitching on the intermediate level 2
products. A source mask was designed covering the emission
area in the map that allowed the emission features to be excluded
from the deglitching and the subsequent high-pass filtering of the
data. It was applied with a median window of 41 data samples
to remove the effect of bolometer signal drifts and the 1/ f noise.
The flux correction factors provided by the PACS Instrument
Control Centre (ICC) team have been applied. The FWHM of the
PSF is 5.′′5, 6.′′8, and 11.′′3 in the 70, 100, and 160 µm band, re-
spectively. Astrometry of the PACS maps was corrected on three
compact field sources.

For 15 µm photometry, the ISOCAM map (Mirabel et al.
1998), provided to us by O. Laurent for our earlier publication
(Haas et al. 2000), was used. For 24 µm photometry, the Spitzer-
MIPS scan-map from programme 32 (P.I. G. Fazio) was reduced
using the Data Analysis Tool (DAT; Gordon et al. 2005).

The photometry of the partially crowded emission knots of
the 15 µm ISOCAM, 24 µm Spitzer-MIPS and 70, 100, and
160 µm Herschel-PACS maps used the HIIphot package devel-
oped by Thilker (Thilker et al. 2000). The standard parameter
settings were applied, except a maximum source size of 2000 pc
and a background annulus of 1500 pc were used in order to have
similar source borders, taking the variation in spatial resolution
into account over the considered wavelength range. PSF FWHM
and the termgrad array were adjusted according to the instru-
ment/wavelength and the flux level of the individual maps.

2 HIPE, as part of the Herschel common science system (HCSS),
is a joint development by the Herschel Science Ground Segment
Consortium, consisting of ESA, the NASA Herschel Science Center,
and the HIFI, PACS, and SPIRE consortia. (See http://herschel.
esac.esa.int/DpHipeContributors.shtml)

Fig. 2. PACS 100 µm contours superimposed on a composite of HST-
images in the F435W (blue), F550M (green), and F658N (Hα) filters.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the Herschel-PACS maps at 70, 100, and 160 µm.
The 160 µm map reaches farthest out, since it has twice the ex-
posure time of the blue (70 + 100) bands. Its faintest contours
cover the optical disks (cf. Fig. 2). There is some dust emission
excess, where the optical image shows the deep cleft between
the two disks. The 160 µm image also indicates the base of the
southern tidal arm where it shows a bulge in the optical, but there
is no emission detected from the long thin tidal arms. The 70
and 100 µm maps show a cut-off southwest of the NGC 4039
nucleus, and this very low flux level indicates a lack of heating
sources and possibly also a depletion of dust in this area (Fig. 2).

The two nuclei and the chain of HII region complexes along
the northwestern wound-up spiral arm of NGC 4038 are clearly
resolved, as are several emission knots along an arc in the over-
lap region connecting the two nuclei (see Fig. 3 for the knot
identification). Both nuclei are brighter than the HII regions
in the spiral arm, but the brightest emission in all three bands
comes from the overlap region. At 100 µm the brightest emis-
sion (K1 east) lies at the southern edge of the overlap region.
It coincides with the prominent 15 and 24 µm emission peaks
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•  50-200	µm	conEnuum	reveal	embedded	star	
formaEon.		
•  Star	formaEon	laws.	

•  Dust	spectral	energy	distribuEons	SEDs	peaks		
•  dust	content,	dust-to-gas	raEos,	dust	

temperatures	
•  high-J	CO	and	HCN,	H2O,	OH,	OH+,	H3O+	probe	

•  Molecular	gas	excitaEon	and	chemistry	
•  Dust	grain	processing	
•  Dynamics	-	Infall/ouYlow	(Sturm+11,	

Veilleux+13)	
	

The	Antennae:	
100	µm	
Herschel	PACS	
on	HST	(Klaas	
et	al	2010)	

Herschel	
SPIRE	
spectrum	of	
the	quasar	
Mrk231	
(van	der	
Werf	+10	

González-Alfonso et al.: Herschel/PACS spectroscopy of NGC 4418 and Arp 220

Fig. 3. H2O lines in the blue and green bands (λ < 100 µm) detected in NGC 4418 (upper spectra in each panel) and Arp 220 (lower spectra). The
spectra, histograms with black solid lines, have been scaled by a factor of 0.5 in panels k and p. Vertical dotted lines indicate the rest wavelengths
of the lines relative to z = 0.00705 and 0.0181 for NGC 4418 and Arp 220, respectively. Model results are also shown. For NGC 4418, the blue and
light-blue curves show the models for the Ccore and Cwarm components, respectively; for Arp 220, the blue and light-blue lines show the estimated
contributions from Cwest and Ceast, and the green curve (in panel k) shows the contribution by Cextended. Red is total. Model parameters are given in
Tables 1 and 2.
4

The	rich	water	
spectra	of	
NGC4418	
and	Arp220	
(Gonzalez-
Alfonso	et	al	
2012)	



Dust	and	molecules	at	mm/submm	
wavelengths	

ALMA Imaging of the Most Luminous 
Galaxy within z=0.01
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Muchas Gracias for your attention
and for all the people who made ALMA a reality

Sakamoto
+14	

Garcia-Burillo+14	
ALMA/NOEMA/SMA		-	with	ALMA	at	extremely	
high	spaEal	resoluEon	–	20	milli	arcseconds	
	

		
	
Spiral	arms	and	bars	

	Flocculent	-	Grand	design	
	Strong/weak	-	Nested	

InteracDons	
Polar	rings,	dust	lanes,	counterrotaEng	and	
infalling	gas	
Tidal	gas	
”Overlap	regions”	

Nuclear	gas	-	OuUlows	and	winds	

Bolato
+13	

Molecules	probe	e.g.		
•  dust	grain	processing,	SiO,	H2S,	CH3OH	etc	
•  Stellar	enrichment	– 18O,	13C	etc	
•  proxies	for	buried	NIR/MIR	energy	densiEes		



2	atoms	 	3	atoms	 	4	atoms	 	5	atoms	 	6	atoms	 	7	atoms	 	8	atoms	 	>8	atoms	
OH	 	 	H2O		 	H2CO	 	c-C3H2	 	CH3OH	 	CH3CCH	 	HC6H	 	c-C6H6 *	
CO	 	 	HCN	 	NH3		 	HC3N	 	CH3CN	 	CH3NH2	 			 	 	C60* (?)	
H2 *		 	HCO+	 	HNCO	 	CH2NH	 	HC4H *	 	CH3CHO 		 			 		 		
CH	 	 	C2H		 	C2H2 *	 	NH2CN	 	HC(O)NH2	HC5N 			 			 			
CS	 	 	HNC	 	H2CS ?	 	l-C3H2	 			 			 			 			
CH+	**	 	N2H+	 	HOCO+	 	H2CCN	 			 			 			 			
CN	 	 	OCS		 	c-C3H	 	H2CCO	 			 			 			 			
SO	 	 	HCO	 	H3O+	 	C4H				 			 			 			
SiO	 	 	H2S	 	 	l-C3H	 			 			 			 			 			
CO+ 		 	SO2	 			 			 			 			 			 			
NO	 	 	HOC+	 			 			 			 			 			 			
NS	 	 	C2S	 			 			 			 			 			 			
NH	 	 	H2O+	 			 			 			 			 			 			
OH+		 	HCS+	 			 			 			 			 			 			
HF	 	 	H2Cl+	
SO+ 	 	NH2	
ArH+	

CF+ 			 			 			 			 			 			
	 	 	 	 			 			 			 			 			 			

		

ExtragalacEc	molecules:	>60	detected		

*	indicates	molecules	that	have	been	detected	by	their	rotaEon-
vibraEon	spectrum,	
**	those	detected	by	electronic	spectroscopy	only.	

see	updates	on	
htp://www.astro.uni-
koeln.de/cdms/molecules		
	

…not	yet…	



Methanol	tracing	kpc-scale	shocks	in	
luminous	merger	VV114	(Saito+17)	

Integrated	intensity	contour	of	CH3OH	(3K–2K)	overlaid	on	(a)	880	μm	dust	emission,	(b)	
Paschen	α	emission,	and	(c)	Ks	
	
•  CH3OH	also	tracing	bar	shocks	and	grain	processing	in	IC342,	Maffei2	(Meier	and	Turner	06,	

12)	

•  SiO	tracing	faster	shocks	in	ouYlows	– e.g.	Tunnard+15,	Imanishi+18	



Submm/mm	dust	maps	

Extended	cold	dust	
•  Disks	and	ouYlows	

	

Obscured	nuclei	and	torii	

Submm	conEnuum	in	center	
and	ouYlow	of	starburst	
M82	(Leeuw	and	Robson	09	
	
Submm/mm	dust	conEnuum	
good	tracer	of	mass.	
(e.g.	Groves+14,	Scoville+14)	

NGC1068:	r=3.5	pc	dusty	turbulent	torus	
with	Mgas=1x105	Msun	(Garcia-Burillo+16,	
Gallimore+16).	

450	µm	nuclear	
dust	disks	in	
Arp220	merger	
(Wilson+14)	



COMPACT	OBSCURED	NUCLEI	
A	hidden	AGN	populaEon	–	or	extreme	starbursts?	



CONs	–	Compact	Obscured	Nuclei	-	
N(H2)>1024	cm-2		Av>1000	

Some	(U)LIRGs	harbour	CONs	-	SEll	unknown	how	common	they	are	
Extremely	important	to	understand	obscured	phase:		

•  AGN	staEsEcs.	
•  Growth	of	nuclear	stellar	spheroid.	Starburst-AGN	connecEon	
•  PotenEal	sources	of	cosmic	neutrinos	(e.g.	Berezinskii	&	Ginzburg	1981;	Bahcall	&	

Waxman	2001,	Yoast-Hull+17).		
•  RelaEon	to	distant	DOGs?	SMGs?	

•  	<0.	“1	(<20	pc)	nuclear	emission	
•  Core	luminosity:	1011.0	L⊙	-	bulk	of	total	FIR	

luminosity	of	NGC4418.	
•  TB(860	μm)=120-210	K,	τ(860	μm)	=	1	(i.e.,	

NH>1025	cm−2).		
	

NGC4418	
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Example:		
	NGC4418	(e.g	Sakamoto+10,13,	Costagliola+13	–	see	also	Varenius+14	for	VLBI	imaging)		
		



(MarEn+04,	ApJS,	150,	
239-262).		

Size		-	450	x	150	pc	
M(H2)	-	5x107	Msun	

Central	Molecular	Zone	(CMZ)	of	the	
Milky	Way	

In	comparison:	
Extreme	properEes	
of	NGC4418	nucleus.	

100	pc	
20	pc	

108	Msun	



How	can	we	probe	behind	the	veil	of	
dust?	

X-rays	suffer	atenuaEon	when	
N(H2)>1024	cm-2	and	mid-IR	diagnosEcs	
are	also		compromised	by	extreme	dust	
obscuraEon.		
	
-mm/submm	conEnuum	observaEons:	
luminosity	density,	N(H2)	
	
-VibraEonally	excited	HCN	(HCN-VIB)	
requires	TB(14	µm)	>	100	K.	Observe	
rotaEon	transiEons	in	the	mm/submm.	
(e.g.	Sakamoto+10,	Aalto+15a,b,	
Imanishi+13,	Aalto+15ab,	MarEn+16,	
Aalto+16,	Imanishi+16).	Or	in	the	cm	
wavelengths	(e.g.	Salter+08)	

	

14	µm	IR	field	

VibraEonally	excited	HCN	(HCN-VIB)	

ν=0	ladder	 ν2=2	ladder	



•  HCN-VIB	emerging	from	extreme	mid-IR	
cores	since	HCN-VIB	requires	a	mid-IR	
surface	brightness	>	5x1013	Lsun/pc2	:	
•  Extreme	compact	opaque	starburst	

(Andrews	and	Thompson	2011)	
•  Obscured	AGN	
	

•  So	far	–	luminous	HCN-VIB	only	detected	
in:	ULIRGs	and	LIRG	early	type	spirals	

Preliminary	staAsAcs:	70%	of	nearby	ULIRGs	
have	HCN-VIB	emission	

	
•  30-100%	of	total	IR	luminosity	of	galaxy	

may	emerge	from	HCN-VIB	region.	
	
	

Buried	nuclei	traced	by	vibraEonally	
excited	HCN	

Very	luminous	HCN-VIB	emission	detected	at	
redshiQ	z=2	(Riechers	in	prep.)	

	



”Too	cold”	dust	SEDs?		
•  Dust	Spectral	Energy	DistribuEon	

(SED)	may	shi^	due	to	absorbed	
nuclear	emission.	

	
•  high	surface	brightness	mid-IR	may	

be	atenuated/buried	(e,g,	
IRAS17208!	No	nuclear	mid-IR	
Soifer+01)	but	very	bright	mid-IR	
excited	HCN-VIB)	

•  Trapped	radiaEon	from	the	
embedded	source	may	raise	the	
internal	temperature	
=”Greenhouse	effect”.	(See	e.g.	
Rolffs+11)	

	

Dust	SED	can	shi^	to	longer	wavelengths.	

…and	this	model	sEll	underesEmates	
the	opacity	at	mm	wavelengths.	



ALMA	345	GHz	(850	µm)	30	milli-arsecond	
observaEons	of	IC860		
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•  Confirm	ground	state	HCN,	HCO+,	CS	lines	
conEnuum	and	self	absorbed		in	Inner	50	pc.	

		
•  HCN-VIB	tracing	emission	close	to	nucleus	–	

but	”vanishing”	in	the	inner	0.”03	(7	pc).		
•  Tex(HCN-VIB)	–	TB(cont)	+	opaciEes?	

	
	

Contours:	345	GHz	dust	conEnuum	
Colour:	HCN-VIB	emission	

•  Nuclear	column	density	N(H2)	>1025	cm-2	-		”brick	wall”.	Must	
go	to	even	longer	wavelengths	to	probe	inside	inner	7	pc.		

	



Problem	conEnues	at	λ=1-3	mm	
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HCN-VIB	structure	may	
be	modelled	as	compact	
(10	pc)	molecular	ouYlow	
– perpendicular	to	
nuclear	rotaEon	
	
Most	of	λ=3mm	emission	
is	sEll	dust	(70	%).	
TB=250-300	K	from λ=6	
mm	to λ=0.8	mm.	
	

Does	the	standard	dust-to-gas	raAo	
hold	here?.	
Use	e.g.	molecular	isotopic	raEos	to	
search	for	evidence	of	recent	nuclear	
processing	–	gas-to-dust	raEo	
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HIDDEN	DUSTY	OUTFLOWS	



Hidden	ouYlow	in	the	LIRG	Zw049	
(Falstad+17)	

400	km/s	OH	(4-6	GHz)		line	wing	seen	with	the	VLA.	
Very	compact	on	radio	conEnuum	nucleus	
	
OuYlow	not	seen	with	Herschel	(Falstad+15,+17)	
Hidden	inside	dust	that	is		opaque	in	the	FIR.	
	
What	role	is	the	dust	playing	in	the	powering	o^The	
ouYlow	– radiaEon	pressure		
	
Dusty	winds	– see	also	poster	49	
	



Weak	radio	conEnuum	(5	GHz)	
associated	with	NIR	dust	”jet”	

CO	2-1,	6-5	tracing	very	dense	
nuclear	ouYlow	.	The	690	GHz	
dust	is	tracing	the		nuclear	
ouflow.	(ALMA+SMA)	



An	HCN-”jet”	in	Arp220	(Barcos-Munos+18)	

•  ALMA	reveals	extremely	dense	and	fast	(850	km/s)	ouUlow	in	iconic	ULIRG	Arp220.		
TB(HCN)	>	TB(CO)!	(Barcos-Munos+17).	(HCN	detected	in	several	fast	AGN	ouYlows	
(Aalto+12)	– very	dense	gas	and	dust	distribuEons.)	

•  3mm	dust	emission	– very	opaque	dust	in	the	cores	TD	500	K		-	dust	also	reaches	out	into	
ouYlow	(Sakamoto+17).	Luminosity	density	1015.5	Lsun	kpc	-2	on	a	scale	of	20	pc.	More	
than	twice	higher	than	any	observaDon	of	dust	brightness	temperature	in	Arp220	(e.g.	
Downes	and	Eckart	07,	Wilson+14,	Scoville+17)	

100	pc	



ALMA	reveals	a	radio-quiet,	precessing	
molecular	jet?	

Grey	scale:	Systemic	velociEes	
Red	and	blue:	High	velocity	gas	

High	velocity	gas	
aligned	along		line-of-
sight	

		
	100	pc	

A	molecular	”jet”	rotaEng	around	an	axis	
perpendicular	to	the	line	of	sight	may	
reproduce	observaEons.	May	signal	obscured,	
accreEng	SMBH	
	
	

Precessing	molecular	jet	signals	
accreEng	SMBH?	
	
Early	stages	of	feedback?	
	

Channel Map: Observed
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Channel Map : Best Fit
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THE	DUAL	MOLECULAR	”JETS”	OF	
THE	LIRG	MERGER	NGC3256	

Just	in!	



OUTFLOW	SHADOWS	



Highly	Obscured	Nuclei:	Dusty	S0/a	Galaxies:	HST	“V-
band”	Images	

Dusty	inner	disks	+	dusty	
“galacEc	geyser”	bipolar	
structures	on	kpc	scales	
More	extended	than	
nuclear	dusty	ouYlows	

HST	GO-1						J.	Gallagher,	S.	Aalto	et	al	

NGC	1377	

Zw049.057	

NGC	4418	



Polar	dust	
structure	à	

past	
interacXon	

Cone/pillar	
structures	from	
center—slow	

ouZlow	galacXc	
geysers?	

Dusty	
central	disk	

with	
embedded	

star	
formaXon	

Zw049.057	

Gallagher	+	2018	in	preparaEon	

Dust	Features:	
EvoluXonary	Sign	

Posts	



Zw049.057	Dust	Opacity	
Measurements—EsDmates	of	gas	

content	of	outer	structures	

Lauren	Laufman—undergraduate	project,	U.	Wisconsin	
Gallagher	et	al.	2018,	in	preparaEon	

	
v  OpEcal	depth	proporEonal	to	column	NH	

v  Derive	𝝉V	from	contrast	in	HST	V,	I,	J	

bands,	convert	to	NH	assuming	GalacEc	

gas/dust	raEo.	Lower	bound—opEcally	

thick	substructure,	cloud	locaEons.	

v  Average	densiEes	n≳	15-20	cm-3,	L~50	pc	

v  ISM	masses	Mgas	≳105	M⦿	per	region.	

	
	



NGC	1377:	High	density	
molecular	gas	

concentrated	in	nuclear	
region	

NGC	1377	V/I	color	map	with	
CO	3-2		contours	to	show	
scale.	Approximate	absolute	
posiEoning.	

NGC	1377	inner	region.	HST	V-band	
showing	dusty	cone	structure.	
Gallagher,	Aalto	+	in	preparaEon	



Conclusions	
•  Mid-IR	studies	of	

–  	dust	conEnuum,	PAHs,	silicate	absorpEon,	ices,	AGN	dust	heaEng	
•  Dust	peaks	in	the	FIR		

–  dust	SEDs,	star	formaEon	laws,	dust	properEes	and	dust-to-gas	raEos.	
Molecules	as	probes.	

•  Submm/mm	conEnuum	and	lines	
–  distribuEon	of	extended	cold	dust	(dust	mass	and	properEes)	and		nuclear	

dust	at	high	resoluEon.	Molecules	as	proxies	for	grain	processing,	enrichment,	
buried	energy	density.	

•  The	CONs:	Some	U/LIRGs	have	extremely	dust	enshrouded	nuclei	with	Av>	
1000.	Can	be	probed	at	long	wavelengths	–	extreme	luminosity	densiEes.	
–  Nature	of	buried	acEvity?	Dust	properEes?	
–  Issues	with	dust	opacity	effects	down	to	mm	wavelengths.		

•  Dusty,	collimated	ouYlows	–	a	new	early	phase	of	feedback?	How	are	they	
linked	to	large	scale	bipolar	ouYlows?	
–  Role	of	dust	in	driving?	



From	First	Stars	to	Life:	Science	with	
the	Origins	Space	Telescope	(OST)	
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